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Subject:

The need for Race Discrimination Legislation in Hong Kong

Introduction
The notion of being a modern and civilized society is often associated with economic wealth, good infrastructure,
the rule of law, a well established social structure along with other components.
One essential component must be protection against discrimination for racial minorities within any territory. Hong
Kong claims to be a “modern and civilized” society, yet remains one of very few such places that refuses to afford
full protection to it’s minority residents.
The Hong Kong Government, being a signatory to the International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of
Race Discrimination (The Convention) is bound by International Law to introduce legislation that “prohibits
discrimination” against racial minorities.
The Hong Kong Government has acknowledged, through its education program, that there is a need to ensure
minorities are treated with equal respect and dignity when compared with the majority. However, Such steps are
effectively a “toothless tiger” if not backed up with legislation to ensure that the majority not only perceive the
minorities as equal, but also treat them as such.
The need for Legislation
1)

A Legal Obligation.

The Convention specifically calls for steps to be taken to “prohibit” discrimination. Prohibition can only be
practised if the Government legislates against race discrimination. Education does not fulfil the Government’s
obligation.
Although the Bill of Rights prevents the Government from practising discrimination, The Convention does not
limit the signatories’ obligations to Government bodies only.
2)

The HK Government’s Survey on discrimination.

The Government continues to cite findings of it’s recent survey that indicated the community does not see the need
for race discrimination legislation. The Government’s findings were established by asking the majority if the
minorities require protection.

There is a glaring inadequacy with the mechanism of such a survey. It would be similar to only asking men if
legislation is required to protect the rights of women. Any survey must focus on the target group and not the group
that are practising discrimination.
The Indian Resources Group attach selected extracts from responses received by the HK Human Rights Monitor,
when they asked random members of the minority communities whether they felt discrimination existed or not
(attachment 1).
3)

The current situation in Indonesia.

The tragic and disgraceful treatment of ethnic Chinese in Indonesia has quite rightly appalled Hong Kong people.
Demonstrations have taken place in Hong Kong to condemn the treatment of Chinese people in Indonesia. If the
HK Government were to ask HK people whether the Chinese in Indonesia should be protected, the response would
undoubtedly be positive.
Although such overt forms of violence against minorities are not evident in Hong Kong, the simple fact is that
in Indonesia, Chinese people are being discriminated against because of their race and quite rightly , there are calls
in Hong Kong to protect the rights of these people.
We are simply asking that Hong Kong practises what it preaches and protects the rights of minoriteis.
4)

The current situation in Hong Kong.

A)

The South China Morning Post’s recent story on the treatment afforded to different ethnic groups on

admission to bars highlighted the problem faced by many law biding minority residents (attachment 2).
The Home Affairs Branch subsequently wrote to the bars in question and tried to “educate” the bars about the
discriminatory nature of their practises. Despite this, the bars in question continue to practise racially biased
policies.
B)

Housing. Many minorities face regular problems in finding accommodation due to discrimination. An

associate editor of the Hong Kong standard wrote about his personal experience in the newspaper not long ago,
when he was told that his prospective landlord did not want to rent his property to Indian people.
C)

The Economy. The negative press in Hong Kong created by the revelation that hotels were overcharging

Japanese Tourists has undoubtedly impacted the flow of tourists from Japan to Hong Kong. Although the current
economic situation in Japan is weak, many Japanese have chosen to stay away from Hong Kong for fear of being
over charged by local hotels an detail shops.
The perception of being discriminated against has resulted in HK

losing significant income from it’s leading tourist market.
Attachment 3 includes quotations from a leading member of the business community who was quoted as saying
“business would prefer an all-embracing law, including race.”
D)

Other forms of discrimination.

i)

Attachment 4 is a copy of a letter written to the author by concerned members of the minority community

about possible discrimination in education.
ii)

Minorities in HK regularly face the embarrassment of being turned away by employers, landlords, taxis, buses

and shop assistants.
iii)

Those minorities who speak Cantonese regularly encounter verbal abuse by members of the majority

population who are unaware the minority speaks the local language.
iv)

On September 16 1998 a leading member of the Legislative Council stated that “we should never let the

gweilo know our last card.”. We appreciate that such comments were made as a “slip of the tongue”, but wonder
whether the legislator in question is aware that some “gweilos” are in fact HK people who are also interested in the
well being of Hong Kong.
Comments such as the above further alienate minorities in Hong Kong and make them feel less secure in a territory
that is the only home they have.
The Hong Kong Government’s Position
1)

The Concept of Relatively. The Chief Executive continues to cite that HK’s record on discrimination is better

than those of other countries.
Whereas such statements cannot be backed up with facts and would undoubtedly be questioned by members of
minority groups, it is unacceptable to simply state, even if correct, that HK is better than others.
The simple fact that legislation does not exist to outlaw discrimination shows that HK is relatively worse than other
developed nations in protecting the rights of minorities.
The Chief Executive has highlighted incidents of discrimination as being less severe in HK than other nations such
as Britain and the USA. Even if such allegations are correct, focusing on HK’s relative performance as opposed to
it’s absolute performance is not acceptable. Any form or amount of discrimination is wrong.
2)

Discrimination is not a problem. The Secretary for Home Affairs was recently quoted as saying

discrimination was not a problem in Hong Kong. The Government’s lack of movement on legislation stems from a
belief that discrimination does not exist or is not a major problem.

The need for legislation should focus on the need to outlaw the behaviour or action in question, regardless of
whether the action is seen to be a major problem or not. The Chief Executive has stated that discrimination is
wrong and should not be tolerated. Given this and this alone, legislation should be enacted.
The Government’s position can be likened to not outlawing particular crimes if the incidence of those crimes are
negligible or reducing.
3)

Education vs Legislation. The IRG fully supports the Government’s position that education is vital to

ensuring that minorities are perceived and treated equally. Education is a long term solution than can only be
effective if backed up by legislation.
We do not simply educate members of our community that theft is wrong, we legislate to ensure that if our
educational efforts fail, a mechanism is in place to punish an offender.
There is no conflict between education and legislation, in fact the two are complimentary. Legislation will
provide the educational effort with much needed ammunition as legislation will encourage discussion about the
issue.
The formation of the Equal Opportunities Commission has raised much debate in our society about the need to
protect the rights of women. The same commission, with a structure already in place, could easily handle the issue
of race discrimination and will also ensure that healthy debate takes place in HK about the issue of race
discrimination.

Misconceptions about the need for Legislation
1)

Affirmative action. The call for legislation is not a call for affirmative action type policies in Hong Kong. The

minorities of HK have not suffered the kind of indignity as the African American community in the United States.
2)

An effort to change the Basic Law. The call for legislation is not a call to change the Basic Law.

The call for legislation is a call to protect individual members of racial minority communities from being
ostracised by society simply because of their race.
Conclusion
Discrimination on the basis of race, as with discrimination on the basis of gender, physical disability or sexual
preference should never be tolerated by the Government in any society.
An education program is essential toward informing the majority about racial minorities. An education program can
take generation to work it’s way through a system, we must start with

young members of the majority community and develop their thinking over time.
Education in this regard has a fault in that it does not provide the immediate protection minorities require whilst an
education program is under way.
Education without legislation cannot work. Despite the best efforts of any Government, discrimination will not
cease simply by education. Those who do discriminate must know that their actions will not be accepted in both the
public and private sector.
Legislation can further the education process as it will encourage discussion about race discrimination and it’s
implications on society.
For those who have been subjected to discrimination on the grounds of their race, the consequences can be
psychologically damaging and harmful to society as a whole.
There is not much worse than being insulted, embarrassed and humiliated solely based on the colour of ones skin.
Can the Hong Kong Government simply hide behind the cloak of education as a way of shirking it’s responsibility
to all Hong Kong people?
Not all Hong Kong people are Chinese.
Prepared by:

Ravi Gidumal, Director, Indian Resources Group.
301 Hanley House, 68-80 Canton Road
Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Tel: 23750005.

ATTACHMENT 1
EXTRACTS FROM RESPONSES
Respondent 1
My previous position (xxxxx Director) was re-classified as needing a Cantonese speaker (not true, I did
the job with ease for 3 years), this was the Hong Kong xxxxx. My contract was not renewed. I now run
my own business.
Other cases of discrimination would include academics who feel they have lost their position because of
their race. (a University)
Difficulty in getting a taxi at times.
Respondent 2
Irish expat labeled all Filipinos as greedy who “take, take, take”.
British barrister labelling all Vietnamese as liar and violent. The person tried to convince this barrister
otherwise but to no avail.
Bus driver yelled at a mainlander pretending not to understand his semi-Cantonese question.
Vietnamese refugees were being fired after the employer discovered through a police check that he or
she was Vietnamese even though the employee did nothing wrong.
Respondent 3
My experience of discrimination was following surgery attending a clinic for after care. I was not
refused treatment but was bombarded with questions regarding my parentage. I ended up asking if this
had any relevance to my examination.
I feel that for many non-Chinese in Hong Kong racial discrimination is a daily occurrence and a fact of
life - sadly.
Respondent 4
I watched my Filipino friend put off for 45 minutes at the airline counter for no reason at all.
Respondent 5
Through job seeking both in company and in employment agency, if I’ve told that I’m an expat, then
they only had a bad answer for me.
Respondent 6
June 1998. On a daily basis, vendors, especially of food charge more to Caucasians than Asians Also
rents!
Respondent 7
I was surprised to find the same treatment of foreigners here in Hong Kong for many goods and
services (non-institutionalized) some Chinese landlords won’t rent to foreigners as well. I have
experienced this recently when looking for an apartment.
Respondent 8
I experienced this in our post office if they know that their customers are Filipino, they usually shout at
us We are all the same.
Respondent 9
It just happened last January 1 1996. We queued up at the bus stop going to xxxxx Park. We were
the first in line, but the Chinese driver let the other Chinese on first. He said they are Chinese people
so he let them in first. Maybe because only domestic helpers here in Hong Kong

ATTACHMENT 1
I experienced discrimination in personal inter-relationship. It is not just one incident but a pattern. I
live in a community of predominantly Chinese people. They subtly let me know often how stupidly
act - “just like an American”>
Respondent 18
I experienced discrimination in admission to facilities.
in to a lot of night clubs.

British and Chinese have to pay to pay to get

Respondent 19
I had a friend who had a very experience in a computer shop, being insulted by the sales assistant.
was not present but she related the incident to me, and was very upset by it.

I

Respondent 20
1. Home- more expensive
2. Sales- more expensive and people get angry if you disagree or don’t buy and curse at you.
3. Cab- pick up Chinese first.
Respondent 21
I have a general feeling of “us” and “them”. Different treatment and prices for “gweilos”. In April
and may I worked in xxxxx bar in Lan Kwai Fong and Wanchai, where Filipinos were paid a
substantially lower wage than gweilos for the same work or more work. I hated this and left.
Respondent 22
I know about cases of racial discrimination about the domestic helpers in Hong Kong.
downgraded us. Especially if they know that we came from the Philippines.
Respondent 23
The attitudes of government officials is very discriminatory against Africans.
Hong Kong was discriminated against by Immigration officials.

People here

My friend entering

Respondent 24
I have become increasingly aware of resentment of Hong Kong people towards Mainland Chinese.
am not aware of anyone who has acted upon this resent, but it has been voiced to the frequently.

I

Respondent 25
I have experienced discrimination from the service life area, and do support legislation prohibiting
racial discrimination in Hong Kong.
Respondent 26
The entire history of British Imperial Hong Kong is discriminatory.
Respondent 27
My boss is a Westerner, but he treats every employee is different. We have many different people like
English, Canadian, Philippines, and Chinese, the less benefit is Chinese people in my office. I have no
idea, but I believe that everywhere in the world, people treat some different country person different.
Respondent 28
Hong Kong born Indians cannot become Chinese citizens.

The general public service industry are

sometimes more friendly to white people and more hostile to Filipinos and colored races.

ATTACHMENT 1
Respondent 29
I witnessed a case of discrimination.

An Indian male not too well dressed (by Hong Kong standard)

being snubbed by a salesgirl in a shop.
Respondent 30
I experienced discrimination in terms of admission to facilities and business administration.
(Angle) humiliated Chinese staff in front of customers.

(xxxxx Fitness Centre)

A sales

ATTACHMENT 4

Dear Ravi,
Per our conversation, some details:
1.

A group of parents came to see us in the Sai Babe Center last night seeking help because their
children most of whom had completed Primary schooling at Portugese Community school in
and had got pretty good grades had all been allocated to band 5 schools by the Education
Department for Form 1.
them.

Band 5 is the worst and the good local schools won’t even now consider

They have all been sent to

which has I understand for the first time created 5

classes for Form 1, one reserved for Sindhis, one for Pakistanis, etc.

There is a grave concern that

these kids are being discriminated against, maybe because they did not do well in Chinese, which
reasonably could not have been expected.
2.

A parent of one of the kids called

who were prepared to look at the girl’s grades

which were good but then decided it would not consider her when the school discovered that she
was assigned to band 5.
3.

One of the kids who came to last night meeting was in fact a Form 5 student at

a top

local school, and she says that she’s noticed that since last year this school was not taking Indians.
4.

There is a perception that there are policy reasons why these kids are being treated unfairly.

If

this is night, and nothing is done then undoubtedly this will continue in the future and severely
affect the minorities.
5.

We are not seeking special treatment, simply fair treatment so that kids are allocated schools on
merit.

6.

Many of these parents cannot afford to send kids to International or ESF schools.

I am making

inquiries about subsidies.
7.

Haresh Daswani and I of the Sai Baba Center of Hong Kong would be happy to meet with your
contact asap.

